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How to understand the debate?
• “For whom is the corporation managed?” is, at least, four different discussions:
• Law:

• What does the law permit or require?
• What is the best description of the “corporation” as an enterprise form?
• When an entrepreneur considers how to organize a new business, what are the characteristics of the
corporate form a compared to an LLC, a Benefit Corporation, a Limited Partnership, a general
partnership?

• Finance: how to think about the firm?
• Theoretical
• Empirical

• Management: how to build successful companies?
• Politics:

• What are the social responsibilities of large business entities?
• Can Corporate Governance substitute for political gridlock and dysfunction?

• Participants often do not make it clear in which debate they are intervening.
• These debates will play out differently in different countries

My preliminary answers
•

Law:
•
•
•
•

•

Finance:
•
•

•

Best understood as a question about the characteristics of the corporate form and how it differs from other enterprise forms that are used to organize business activity
Allows us to discuss key questions like: what is the best enterprise form for a purpose-driven business?
In the US and UK: “Shareholder primacy” (defined broadly) is an accurate description of the default settings of the legal form.
Clearly NOT the case in Germany.
“shareholder primacy” is still generally accepted as an accurate approximate description of what firms in the US and UK do.
Interesting question: true in systems with co-determination?

Management:
•

“Shareholder primacy” is typically a terrible management strategy when the key goal is to get everyone to work together
•

•

•

But sometimes, when change is needed, “shareholder primacy” sharpens the focus (e.g., private equity driven turnarounds).

Politics:
•
•
•

Large business entities have social responsibilities
“Shareholder primacy” is not a winning political strategy
Explicit concern for stakeholders (a la BRT statement or the New Paradigm) MAY be
•
•

•

In doing so, firms must look after “stakeholders”

A winning strategy (forestalling intrusive mandatory corporate governance regulation)
A losing strategy (paving the way for intrusive mandatory corporate governance regulation)

Analytically and conceptually, the best answers to the “law” and “finance” question may be different than the best answers for the “management”
and “politics” questions.

“Business purpose” v. “corporate objective”
• Key conceptual claim:

• “Business purpose” is a management concept: “a concrete goal or objective for the
firm that reaches beyond profit maximization.”
• “Corporate objective” relates to the legal (enterprise) form

• The oft-used “corporate purpose” is deeply ambiguous and confusing
• Sometimes used as a synonym for “business purpose” (e.g., Colin Mayer)
• Sometimes used as a synonym for what I am calling “corporate objective”

• A key implicit “political” move: define or redefine “corporate objective” in
order to push management and investors to give greater attention to
stakeholder interests
• An interesting question: does it make sense to entrench a particular
“business purpose” in a corporation‘s constitutive documents? If so, how
best to do so?

The best description of “corporate objective”
in “traditional” jurisdictions (e.g., Delaware)
Restatement of Corporate Governance § 2.01. The Objective of the
Corporation [pre-preliminary draft]
The objective of a corporation is to promote the value of the corporation for
the benefit of the shareholders, within the boundaries set by law. In doing
so, a corporation may consider:

(a) the interests of the corporation’s employees;
(b) the need to foster the corporation’s business relationships with suppliers,
customers, and others;
(c) the impact of the corporation’s operations on the community and the environment;
(d) the desirability of the corporation maintaining a reputation for high standards of
business conduct;
(e) the need to act fairly as between shareholders of the corporation;
and
(f) other appropriate matters.

Key elements: “shareholder primacy”
• Ultimate beneficiaries: shareholders
• Within boundaries of the law
• Huge flexibility during “normal” midstream management to take into
account interests of other stakeholders (protected by the “business
judgment rule”), so long as there is a rational connection with
shareholder benefit
• Limitations at end game and other boundary cases
• Sale of the company
• Wholly owned subsidiaries
• Conflicts between common stock/preferred stock/creditors

Why I think Draft 2.01 restates the law, at
least in Delaware: “shareholder primacy”
• The Delaware GCL scheme: of all the stakeholders

• Only shareholders get to vote (§§ 109, 211, 215, 242, 251, 271, 275)
• Only shareholders sue (§ 327)
• Only shareholders are the residual beneficiaries (§ 281)

• The Delaware case law: when interests conflict, shareholder interests are
primary
• Sale of company
• Wholly owned subsidiaries
• Common/preferred/creditor conflicts

• Reform efforts assume “shareholder primacy” accurately describes
(default) form in Delaware
• 1980s: multi-stakeholder constituency statutes
• 2010s: benefit corporations

How to understand the debate?
• “For whom is the corporation managed?” is, at least, four different
questions:
• Law: what is the best theory of the “corporation” as an enterprise form?
• Finance: how to think about the firm?
• Theoretical
• Empirical

• Management: how to build successful companies?
• Politics:
• The social responsibilities of large business entities
• Corporate Governance as substitute for political gridlock and dysfunction

The Other Debates: Finance
• “Shareholder primacy” still remains a good first order approximation
• Should the BRT statement change how Finance economist do
empirical work?
• No.
• Much of empirical corporate finance assumes shareholder primacy (e.g., stock
price in CAR studies).

• But if the law changes? If Senator Warren’s Accountable Capitalism
Act becomes law?
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The Other Debates: Management
• Should the BRT statement change how managers manage the firm?
• “Shareholder primacy” was NEVER a (sensible) management strategy

• “It is a dumb idea . . . The idea that shareholder value is a strategy is insane. It is the product
of your combined efforts – from the management to the employees”. Jack Welch Interview,
Financial Times (March 12, 2009).

• But this can be forgotten:

• Joseph L. Bower & Lynne Paine, THE ERROR AT THE HEART OF CORPORATE LEADERSHIP
(Harvard Business Review May/June 2017)
• “A widespread belief holds that ‘maximizing shareholder value’ is the number one responsibility of
boards and managers. But that’s confused as a matter of corporate law and a poor guide for
managerial behavior—and it has a huge accountability problem baked into it.”

• NOTE: to the extent that treating stakeholders well or pursuing a business
purpose is a way to build great companies, it is consistent with
“shareholder primacy”
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Politics
• Large corporations are the focus of sustained political attention, and
restrictive legislation is a real threat
• Elizabeth Warren
• Marco Rubio
• EU/EY Report

• One analysis of the politics of corporate governance:

• Shareholder primacy is gone
• If we don’t adopt The New Paradigm, or the equivalent, we will get restrictive
legislation.
• Restrictive legislation is a threat to investors and to companies.

• The counter-argument

• There is no stable “intermediate” solution
• Risk: Half measures pave the way for restrictive legislation: e.g., Sen. Elizabeth
Warren’s response to the BRT statement.

Generalizing: At the intersection of the four
debates
• Some argue that we should change the traditional answer to the
“law” question in order to change how firms operate (the
“management question”), increase firms’ legitimacy (the politics
question) and avoid intrusive mandatory regulation.
• Three key issues:

• Would changing our answer to the “law” question change how firms operate
(the “management question”), increase firms’ legitimacy (the politics
question) and prevent mandatory regulation?
• Relatedly: Would NOT changing our answer to the “law” question lead to
intrusive mandatory regulation?
• What harm would flow from changing the answer to the “law” question to,
e.g., a version of the BRT statement?~

A Dangerous Temptation
• Very tempting to use corporate LAW to try to improve the management of
corporations in a way that also makes them more politically legitimate.
• But corporate law, when it works well, does a FEW things WELL:
• Defines the enterprise form (and a menu of other enterprise forms: general
partnerships, limited partnerships, LLCs, benefit corps, LLPs, etc), providing options
for organizing economic activity
• It allows participants to make credible long term commitments (“capital lockin”)
• Controls agency costs

• The corporate form as a vehicle for wealth creation has been wildly
successful

• And the accountability structure introduced by “shareholder primacy” is a big part of
the story of why.

• The risk of tampering with it: if you ask corporate law to do too much, it
will end up not doing anything at all.~

